Universal Specifications

User-Codes:
ROSH ADJ MATCHING
ROSH ADJ MEL BLACK
ROSH ADJ MEL LINEN
ROSH ADJ MEL WHITE
ROSH ADJ PLY
ROSH FIXED MATCHING
ROSH FIXED MEL BLACK
ROSH FIXED MEL LINEN
ROSH FIXED MEL WHITE
ROSH FIXED PLY

Considerations:
- These are 3/4"TH roll out shelves with a 2"H front edge. There is a 1/2" lip above the shelf that acts as a handle.
- The shelves are available in species and finish matched (to the interior/exterior), or interior matching melamine, or Birch Plywood.
- Adjustable roll out shelves are mounted to a shelf that can be adjusted in 32 mm increments.
- Fixed roll out shelves are fixed in place with the tracks attached to the cabinet sides when being installed behind a drawer front, or with spacers if it is installed behind doors, or to the cabinet floor.
- These roll out shelves all have Blum Tandem Full Extension tracks with integral Blumotion soft close.
- The sides of the Tandem drawer tracks will be visible when the shelf is extended.
- Minimum cabinet depth is 16"D.
- Not available with Stainless Steel Caps.